
      Cast Stone
       Mantel

       Surrounds



“add more
   character and      
  interest to
        your home”



The Foundation:
Classic Stone Creations

The singular effect achieved by adding a Classic Stone Creations fireplace 

surround to your home interior and exterior is undeniable.  A beautiful 

cast limestone fireplace certainly evokes feelings.  Feelings expressed in 

words like; warmth, security, joy and comfort.  These feelings come from 

fond memories of roasting marshmallows or sharing a bottle of wine 

around the fire with family and friends…or memories yet to be created.  

Whether it is one of our signature series, or a custom one-of-a-kind mantel 

created just for you and your home, Classic Stone Creations will add subtle 

beauty, elegance, and style to anchor a room perfectly. 

Cast stone has been a prime building material for hundreds of years. The 

earliest known use of cast stone dates to 12th century Europe. Our products 

are real cast stone, not plaster or resin based mixtures. Our proprietary 

mixture includes very fine natural stone aggregates, and hardeners that 

possess the look and warmth of quarried limestone or Italian travertine, 

while often being stronger and more durable than cut stone. Cast stone 

is ideally suited for both interior and exterior applications, because of 

its strength and natural beauty. We are constantly adding and updating 

our collection to meet a wide range of tastes and budgets. Because the 

fireplace is such a focal point in any home we always custom size and 

scale our designs to meet your particular needs and space. We truly enjoy 

the opportunity to work one on one with designers, homeowners and 

builders to create a beautiful and lasting fireplace surround that will be 

enjoyed for years to come. Visit us at our showroom to review our wide 

range of products and capabilities.



Toscana

Series Dimensions Firebox Opening

Finish Options
Standard Finish
Sanded/Distressed
(Included in Price)

Optional Finish
Polished/Distressed
(Upcharge)

All Surrounds Include
 • Standard Hearth
 • Filler Panels

Verona

Handcrafted Signature Series
Cast Stone Mantel Surrounds

Classic Stone Creations offers a variety of options for you to 

enhance your home beginning with our Signature Series cast 

stone mantle surrounds.  Because the fireplace is such a focal point 

in any home, we offer custom sizing and scaling of our designs to 

meet your particular needs and space.

  For color & texture options,

  please visit ClassicStoneCreations.com



Modena Novara

Venice Como

Catania Pavia



Custom Creations
Designed for You

At Classic Stone Creations, we take pride in our one-of-a-kind custom pieces. The 

piece in your home will be the only one like it in the world. We have in-house 

architectural design consultants and gifted craftsmen who work closely with 

you to create the look you want. Over the years we have crafted thousands of 

one-of-a-kind fireplace surrounds for our clients.  The photos in our literature 

and web-site are just a small collection of the architectural focal points we have 

crafted.  If you don’t see a design that fully meets your needs, we welcome the 

opportunity to meet with you to design an original that will.





ClassicStoneCreations.com  |  704-525-2580


